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KCMU871
mug 10cm height

KCMU912
mug and spoon

KCMU825
mug 10cm height

KCMU897
mug 10cm height

KCMU872
mug 15cm height

KCJU800
jug 9cm

KCJU801
jug hooped

KCOU801
tea for one, 14cm height

KCTU814
teapot - large, 15cm height

KCTU813
teapot - small, 12cm height

KCCU808
cup and saucerKCAU800

large cup and 
saucer

KCCU820
espresso cup and 
saucer

If you haven’t tried our rainbow ceramics yet – you should! 
One of our top-selling ranges for over 10 years. Dish-
washer friendly; from Lampang, Thailand.

Bestselling range!

 TOP SELLER TOP SELLER

KCPU803
plate medium 22cm

KCCU808
cup and saucer

KCPU802
plate large 26cm
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KCBU825
tapas bowl 10cm

KCBU820
pasta bowl 22cm

KCBU826
large salad bowl 20cm

KCPU801
plate small 18cm

KCPU803
plate medium 22cm

KCFU800
butter dish

KCOU803
toast rack

KCEC101
egg cup

KC1601
salt and pepper set

KCOU100
sugar bowl

KCBU816
bowl/sugar bowl 
16cm
 TOP SELLER

KC1610
rainbow coaster 
round

KC1611
rainbow coaster 
square

KCMU878

KCMU895

KCMU880KCBU831

 
SALE

See our website for 
great prices on our 

other ceramic ranges!KCPU802
plate large 26cm
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Copper water bottles

A recent report showed that the 
top supermarkets in the UK sold 2.5 
BILLION disposable water bottles 
last year – 37 for each member of 
the population. What a waste! They’re 
the most common form of litter on 
our coastline, and even if we recycle 
them it doesn’t guarantee that they 
won’t end up in our oceans, a major 
pollutant and a hazard to wildlife. 

In the sea, they break down into 
micro-plastics, containing toxins 
(which are used in many plastics, 
to increase their durability) and 
absorbing pollutants from the sea. 
Eaten by fish, they affect the food 
chain and eventually ourselves.

What can we do? It’s up to 
us! Bottled water tastes no 
different from tap water and 
its benefits, if any exist, have 
been massively exaggerated 
by companies to boost their 
sales. We’re being taken for a 
ride!

eeccoo

ffrr iiee nn dd llyy

COP01
copper water bottle 
engraved
600ml
bestseller

COP02
copper water bottle 
hammered
600ml
bestseller

COP03
copper water bottle 
diamond
600ml
bestseller
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Copper glasses

These copper water bottles are a great 
alternative, which can be used again and again!

Copper is known to bring you healthier lifestyle benefits for mind 
and body. Highly recommended by experts, copper turns water into a 
natural alkaline, which helps balance your body‘s pH levels. 

To get the maximum health benefits, let your water sit overnight in 
the bottle and drink it in the morning for a healthy dose of copper 
nutrients necessary for a better life and mood. 
We like to call it the copper detox!

Benefits are: 
• very high quality
• fair trade
• 99.7% pure copper
• sustainable material
• leakproof
• self-sterilizing 
• healing properties
• handcrafted
• appealing to look at!!

COP04
copper water bottle 
engraved
900ml
bestseller

COP05
copper water bottle 
hammered
900ml
bestseller

COP07
copper glass engraved
300ml

COP08
copper glass hammered
300ml

COP09
copper glass diamond
300ml

COP06
copper water bottle 
curve matt
900ml

Bestselling range!
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COP12
copper ‘mule’ mug 
450mlCOP13

copper jug engraved 
1.5 litre

COP15
copper jug diamond 
1.5 litre

COP14
copper jug 
hammered 1.5 
litre

Copper trays, 
mugs and jugs
Popular, attractive, beneficial to health 
and each product holds a special story. 
We love our copper bottles and glasses 
so much that we just had to expand 
this range!
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COPS02
copper gift set hammered
bestseller

Copper bottle gift sets
Our hand-crafted copper bottles are the best quality 
you can find anywhere in Europe. Beautifully boxed, 
these gift sets make a perfect present. 

Two zero waste, high quality 
stainless steel lunch boxes from 
India. A great alternative to 
throw-away plastic lunches –  
use them again and again. Can 
also be used for storage.

A classic Indian-style lunch box 
set which features 3 stacking steel 
containers with lids and handle. 
Perfect for a mixed selection of 
salads, savouries and sweets. 

COPS01
copper gift set

NA2216
steel lunch box
15x10.5x16cm ht

NA2207
tiffin lunch box set
6x9” ht
bestseller NA2215

steel lunch box
15x10.5x12cm ht
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CR05SET recycled cup 
glass 12.5cm ht set of 2

CR07SET recycled    
glass tumbler 
13.5cm ht set of 4

CR08SET 
recycled tumbler 
11.5cm ht set of 4

Crisil is our first supplier from 
Bolivia. Our first container of this 
high quality glassware almost 
sold out as soon as it arrived. A 
small, family-run business, Crisil 
provides an income for over 500 
families, although unfortunately 
they’ve been hit hard by Covid. 
It’s a great, eco product, made 
from 100% recycled glass. The 
glass is broken up, washed and 
melted before being mouth-
blown and shaped into glasses, 
jugs and other products. 
All products are made to a 
very high standard and are 
dishwasher safe. 

CR02SET
recycled wine glass large 
17.5cm ht set of 4

CR01SET
recycled wine glass 
15cm ht set of 4

CR03SET
recycled wine glass tall 
18cm ht set of 2

CR06SET recycled 
champagne glas19cm ht 
set of 4

CR04SET recycled 
highball glass
7x14cm ht set of 2

Bestselling range!

Cheers!
Recycled Glassware
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CR14 recycled 
carafe 27.5cm ht

CR11SET 
set of 2 recycled glass 
bowl13x9cm ht

CR13 recycled 
glass jug 21.5cm ht

CR09SET 
recycled barrel 
highball glass15cm 
ht set of 2

eeccoo

ffrr iiee nn dd llyy

CR12 recycled 
hurricane lamp 
19cm ht 

CR15 recycled set 
carafe & 4 highball 
glasses

CR10 
recycled water 

carafe & tumbler
15cm ht

CR17 
recycled glass jug 
15cm ht

CR18SET 
set of 4 recycled 
beer glass 
16cm ht.

CR16 recycled glass 
jug and 4 highball 
glasses
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AFR18700
2 tumblers, 
upcycled Savanna cider bottle
6.5x11cm ht

AFR18701
2 tumblers, 
upcycled Heineken bottle
6.5x11cm ht

AFR18702
2 tumblers, 
upcycled Tangawizi bottle
6.5x11cm ht

AFR18703
2 wine glasses, 
upcycled green bottle
7x18cm ht

AFR18704
2 wine glasses, 
upcycled clear bottle
7x18cm ht

What could be a better example of upcycling than making glasses out of old 
bottles? This exciting Fair Trade range is produced in Tanzania. Upcycled, Fair 
Trade, produced in Africa: these products make perfect gifts!

Upcycled glasses & tumblers

Note: the bases of the wine glasses are glued 
and not fused so this product is not suitable 
for high temperature dishwashers.  

The top half of the bottle and the 
base is used to make the glasses, 
and the bottom half to make the 
tumblers.

AFR222
gift set 2 x upcycled 
glasses Fanta
12cm ht

AFR223
gift set 2 x upcycled 
glasses Windhoek
12cm ht

AFR225
gift set 2 x coffee/chai 
glass
10cm ht
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RH034
charcoal
bestseller

rice husk cup

RH041
hare and 
moon

RH046
meerkats

RH047
sunflowers and bikes
bestseller

RH052
rainbow
bestseller

RH033
vanilla mocha

RH053
show your 
stripes

RH048
toucans

RH049
fruit and 
vegatable faces

RH050
butterflies
bestseller

Did you know...
An estimated 8 million tons of plastic ends up in the oceans every 
year! 

Disposable coffee cups, though made largely of paper, contain 
plastic polyethylene to make them waterproof. Technically, they are 
recyclable however only 3 specialist centres in the UK can do this 
and with only 9% of plastic ever getting recycled - almost all end up 
in landfill or worse, the sea. 

So, it’s up to us! 
Our coffee cups are 
made from rice husks, 
contain no melamine and 
are fully biodegradable. 
They are dishwasher 
and microwave safe, and 
(unlike the bamboo cups 
we tested ourselves), 
don’t stain. Look after 
them, and they will last for 
years. 

RH051
sheep
 TOP SELLER

RH054
koalas

RH056
ladybirds

RH057
suns and moons
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Wine corks

ASP21110
wine cork 
blue floral

ASP21111
wine cork 
blue & white 
square

ASP21113
wine cork 
blue & white
stripes

A great addition to our range, these designer wine 
corks from India are a great gift, something anyone 
can impress their friends with!

HCSP838
penguins
bestseller

Salt & pepper sets 

Egg cups & mugs 

HCSP839
sheep
bestseller

HCSP836
pigs

HCSP837
dalmatians

HCSP825
pandas 
bestseller

MAF24
tiger egg cup

MAF21
zebra egg cup

MAF22
cheetah egg cup

 TOP SELLER

HCSP200
black & white cats
bestseller

Hand
painted!

TAR2700
salt and pepper set 
soapstone cat

Hand-painted ceramics from our 
suppliers in Thailand

 TOP SELLER  TOP SELLER

KCMU201
cat mug
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NA2008
mouse cheese cutter

NA19734
bicycle pizza cutter
copper plated frame

NA2200
dig in salad servers

NA2201
spicy wood + ceramic cabinet
41x11x13cm
bestseller

Best 
seller!

NA2234
scooter pizza cutter

NA2009
mouse cheese cutters x 2
bestseller

Try this colourful spicy chest from India. 
Lots of red to make it clear the spices 
might be HOT.

NA2261
pizza scissors
bestseller

NA2287
bicycle pizza cutter 
brass col frame 
bestseller

 TOP SELLER

 TOP SELLER

 TOP SELLER

 TOP SELLER

ASH2322
slate serving tray
30cm
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ASH2323
slate coaster round 
set of 4

ASH2324
slate coaster 
heart set of 4

ASH2412
leaf coasters 
set of 6

ASH2413
green blue 
flowers

ASH2414
yellow w blue 
flowers

ASH2415
blue w red 
flowers

ASH2416
yellow w red 
flowers

AN08
gold & white 
brickwork

AN07
asst shapes 
on black

AN09
chessboard

ASH2425
moons coaster 
10cm sq

Ceramic coasters

Shell coastersSlate

NEW

NEW

Marble is the perfect backdrop 
for fine food. It looks really 
classy!

TAR2260
round coaster 9cm

TAR2261
round chopping board 20cm

TAR2262
round chopping board 30cm

TAR2263
chopping baord 30x15cm

TAR17312
9.5cm height 
bestseller 

TAR17310
9.5cm ht

A wonderful and 
practical gift that will 
give pleasure in the 
kitchen for many 

years.

NEW
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We’ve been selling these mango 
wood coasters for years and they 
continue to be popular. Great gifts  
and because they’re hand carved they 
add a quailty feel to any dinner table.

ASH2062
trivet, mandala pattern 

20cm dia.

ASH2347
tree of life trivet white effect
20cm dia

ASH2345
tree of life 
coasters round set/4

ASH2346
tree of life coasters 
sq set/6

ASH1205
tree of life trivet
20cm dia
 TOP SELLER

Tree of Life coasters 
and trivets

ASH1741
owl trivet 20cm dia
 TOP SELLER

ASH1526
tree of life trivet 20cm dia
 TOP SELLER

ASH2304
tree of life round 
spice box mango 
wood
16.5cm dia
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NA0040
bottle opener

NA2235
bike chain bottle 
opener
bestseller

NA2427
4 piece coaster set
bestseller

NA2302
bike chain 
cat 
bottle 
opener

NA1447
trivet, 15.5cm dia NA2425

trivet, 19cm dia

Our producers in India have found an innovative way to recycle and find 
creative ways to use bike chain. Coasters, trivets, bottle openers and 
wine racks... there are so many different items that can be made out of 
this material. They’re unusual and a fantastic gift, and excellent sellers.
   

Recycle it!

 TOP SELLER

NA2320
geometrical gold trivet

NA2424
bike chain wine holder

NA2208
bike chain wine 
holder

ASH20210
bike chain wine holder
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